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Education
• PhD in Molecular Biology
• MBA (Distinction) from Warwick Business 

School focused on strategy and finance  
• BSc( Hons.)  Microbiology

Key Skills
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• Strategy setting and execution
• Large-scale transformation and change 

management
• Operational excellence
• System re-design and integrated healthcare
• Clinical pathway re-design and 

implementation
• Front-line use of analytics and data and 

creation of data-led teams

Summary

Work History

Gerald Dunstan, MBA, PhD

Partner

Gerald leads GE Healthcare’s Command Centre business in Europe – a team of data scientists,
software engineers and change management experts focused on delivering technology driven
change to healthcare systems across the region.

Gerald uses his experience to support clients throughout their transformation journey –
supporting them as they design, develop and implement their Command Centre. Gerald works
closely with the whole organisation – from Executive team to front-line carers to help them gain
insight and value from the insight the Command Centre provides. And to ensure the change it
delivers is tangible and sustainable.

Prior to joining GE Gerald led Medtronic’s Integrated Health Solutions Consulting business across
EMEA and prior to that spent fifteen years in healthcare and life sciences focused management
consulting roles including as a junior Partner in McKinsey & Company where he was a board
member and co-founder of the McKinsey Hospital Institute – a practice dedicated to driving
efficiency and quality improvements in hospitals globally, and as leader of KPMG’s European
Healthcare & Life Sciences strategy practice.

Gerald is a microbiologist by original training, with a PhD in molecular biology which he attained as
a Glaxo Scholar and an MBA with Distinction from Warwick Business School focused on strategy
and finance.
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